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Introduction
Hustlers Taboo is your window to a whole new world of hot and sexy activities all along the spectrum
from Domination to submission , starring some of the finest female performers ever to grace your
screen. You have your choice of whipping, spanking, light bondage and many other exciting fetish
episodes as well... all from Hustler, a name any pervert knows he can trust!

Adult Review
When you join Hustlers Taboo, you'll be treated to more than 700 different videos from Hustler DVD�s that you can not see
on any other website. These are the nastiest fetish video in the entire Hustler collection of porn movies!<br />  <br />  Each
movie is available in a variety of formats and can be watched as a dial-up or high-speed version using many different players.
As the fetish wing of the Hustler empire, Hustlers Taboo shares the same amazing quality in lighting and filming as other
parts of the Hustler archive... it just focuses more on the dark arts of Domination and Submission sex play.<br />  <br /> 
Unlike many other sites where the pictures are taken from movie stills, the photo section is taken from past issues of Hustlers
Taboo magazine, dating all the way back to January of 2004 and using the artistic elements that have made Hustler a leading
magazine porn publisher for decades, this may not be the most extreme fetish site on the web... but for pictorial fans and
perverts with an appreciation for the glamor of bondage, it's impossible to beat Hustler in the photo department.<br />  <br /> 
Here�s something a little different that The Tongue really enjoyed licking. Virtual 3-D gaming and porn are finally being
combined and along with access to all of the Included Sites on the right side of this review, you also get access to a wild
online game of customized sexual gratification from Hustler. Here you are able to choose from several submissive ladies that
you can customize completely, and once you�ve turned your virtual girl into the perfect sex slave, you can make her do
anything your dirty little perverted mind desires. It�s like having your own personal harem of willing and obedient sex sluts!

Porn Summary
Overall, Hustlers Taboo is well worth the asking price if you enjoy looking at women in bondage being spanked and trained
by both male and female Doms. Along with all the high quality movies and photos, you get access to many of their other sites
all and a huge archive of bonus materials included in your membership as well.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Hustlers Taboo Brings BDSM To The Mainstream'
Quality: 86  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 87
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 90        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Busty Beauties (90) ,Hustler (90) ,Anal Hookers (86) ,Asian Fever (86) ,Barely Legal (81) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Fetish, Glamour, Hardcore, PornStars, SexToys

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.62 Preview: 3 Days for $3.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 716
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